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Presidency Paper on Member States’ responses to the questions raised in
the Presidency Paper “Enhancing cooperation between the Member States
and Frontex under its expanded mandate in the field of returns” and
possible next steps

Delegations will find attached a Presidency Paper summarising the responses received by the
delegations including an outlook on a possible way forward, with a view to further discussions at
the IMEX working group meeting on 26 October 2020 and at operational level.
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ANNEX 1
ENHANCING COOPERATION BETWEEN MEMBER STATES AND FRONTEX UNDER
ITS EXPANDED MANDATE IN THE FIELD OF RETURNS

The Presidency thanks Member States for their comprehensive and fruitful responses to the
questions included in the Presidency Paper 10299/20, “Enhancing cooperation between Member
States and Frontex under its expanded mandate in the field of returns”. Below please find an
executive summary of the answers received including an outlook on a possible way forward and
questions as a basis for discussion in the next IMEX working group meeting. A more detailed
summary of the answers received is attached as ANNEX 2.

Executive Summary and Outlook
- Use of Frontex escorts
While some Member States currently have no need for support by Frontex forced-return escort and
support officers, the majority of Member States are interested in this service; several Member States
note legal challenges in connection with transferring sovereign tasks to Frontex staff, and are
specifically concerned about the use of force by Frontex staff.
From the Presidency’s point of view, next steps could involve Member States’ reviewing their
national legislation and the potential need to amend it with a view to complying with the
requirements of Regulation (EU) 2019/1896, in particular Article 82.

Coordination and organisation of return flights by Frontex
Many Member States are generally interested in Frontex pro-actively organising Joint Return
Operations at least occasionally or as required by circumstances to specific countries of origin.
Advantages would include the general support that Frontex could provide with regard to the
planning of charter flights for returns, in particular in connection with the procurement of aircraft
and routing or the reduction of existing administrative and logistical obstacles that Member States
encounter with respect to certain countries of origin.
Member States acknowledge, however, that there are fundamental logistical, technical and resource
problems involved in organising joint charter flights, especially with regard to establishing the
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concrete needs across all Member States (including some Member States’ federal structures) as a
basis for planning the necessary charter flights.
Nonetheless, Member States seem confident that these challenges could be resolved and advantages
could be achieved, for example by using established communication/reporting channels (Direct
Contact Points in Return Matters (DCP)/Pre-Return Activities Network (PRAN)/Frontex
offices/liaison offices) or by setting up central units at the Member State level (reporting points) to
coordinate the operations on the day of departure.
Member States concur that the goal should be to optimise existing IT systems (Integrated Return
Management Application (IRMA)/Frontex Application for Returns (FAR)) and streamline networks
(High Level Round Table on Return (HLRT)/DCP/PRAN/Post Arrival Post Return Network
(PAPR)) and make them more efficient and easier to handle; furthermore, Member States view
regular contact and exchange with the contact partners at the agency as necessary.
Generally speaking, the existing, well-established procedures and practices (routines) should be
maintained or expanded upon. Overall, the assistance from Frontex in this area could reduce costs
and save resources for the Member States.
Subsequent discussions among practitioners in the relevant bodies, such as the DCP/PRAN
network, could serve as a next step; their recommendations could then be submitted to the HLRT as
necessary.
From the perspective of the Presidency, as a next step, Frontex could organize a charter flight to a
relevant country of origin pro-actively, as a pilot project, provided this proved feasible in light of
the COVID-19 situation.

Support from Frontex with respect to minors
Generally, Member States appreciate compiling best practices regarding the return of
(unaccompanied) minors, even though for some Member States the return of an unaccompanied
minor is a rather rare or theoretical case or may not even be allowed under national law. Most
Member States underline the necessity of safeguarding the best interest of the child throughout the
return process.
Only a few Member States indicate that they do not need the support of Frontex in this regard, the
majority of Member States (18) would appreciate Frontex’ support in the different stages of the
return process. Some Member States suggest a number of concrete next steps.
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From the perspective of the Presidency, given the large interest in support from Frontex in this area,
next steps could include conducting a workshop and developing a strategy and standards with
Member States who are willing to support this initiative.

Development of best practices for voluntary return and reintegration
Several Member States are especially interested in assistance from Frontex with the organisation of
voluntary returns and refinancing of costs (refinancing of voluntary return charters); others see a
benefit primarily in support with reintegration. Different views appear to exist with regard to the
question of harmonisation of assistance. Member States have already developed some best practices
in the area of voluntary return and have comprehensive expertise regarding counselling models.
Several Member States report that they have well-established cooperation with the IOM.
As a next step, Frontex, with the support of Member States and in cooperation with the
Commission, could analyse Member States’ programmes and approaches to identify best practices
and define common standards, considering the relevant aspects for comparison suggested by the
Member States.
Next steps in this area should take into account the Voluntary Return and Reintegration Strategy
that the Commission announced in the Pact and will be put forward in Q1 20211.

Way forward
Against this background, delegations are invited to share their views on the following points:

-

With regard to the areas of cooperation mentioned in this Presidency Paper (operational
support, support with regard to minors, voluntary return and reintegration), what should the
next steps be and which forum should be used to further develop or implement them?

-

1

How could Member States support Frontex in implementing the above-mentioned tasks?

Annexes to the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on a New
Pact on Asylum and Migration from Sept. 23, 2020, doc. 11186/20 ADD 1
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-

Need to determine who applies for and obtains the necessary visa for the members of the backup teams/escorts

-

Need to develop common standards and best practices

-

Differing legal and practical conditions among the Member States

-

Concrete identification of needs across all Member States (and some Member States’ federal
structures) for the planning of charter flights and needs assessment for charter flights

-

Need for Member States to report changes in their needs as swiftly as possible

Frontex support:
Member States envision support provided by Frontex in the following area as beneficial:
-

Regarding the cooperation to identify and obtain passport substitutes for third country nationals,
in particular from specific countries of origin

-

Regarding the planning of charter flights for voluntary returns, in particular with regard to the
procurement of aircraft and routing

-

Regarding the reduction of administrative and logistic obstacles that Member States encounter
in connection with certain countries of origin

Proposals for solutions/improvements:
-

Establish communication/reporting channels (national units), e.g. Frontex field offices/liaison
officers (FLOs)

-

On the day of departure, have a central authority at the Member State level (reporting point)
coordinate joint return operations

-

Focus on scheduled flights; this applies in particular with regard to voluntary returns

-

Maintain existing well-established procedures and practices (routines)

-

Consider specific legal requirements in the Member States for certain categories of persons
(unaccompanied minors, etc.)

(2)

Support related to returns of minors
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Post-return/reintegration:
-

Arrangements with third countries: organising/facilitating/ensuring adequate reception in
countries of origin; availability of Frontex staff in the country of origin; establishing a
central office responsible for all matters of arrival in the relevant country of origin

-

Providing reintegration support/European Return and Reintegration Network (ERRIN)

Possible next steps:
Specific possible next steps were suggested by BEL, EST, GRC and NOR:
BEL suggests workshops to share and discuss best practices on voluntary return for minors.
Furthermore, BEL proposes taking the issue of unaccompanied minors to the Consultative Forum
and to the Fundamental Rights Officer (FRO) and presenting a solid plan for assistance for the
voluntary return of minors. BEL would volunteer to help Frontex design this plan and its high
standards, based on their national experience.
EST suggests that Frontex create a special network or best practices exchange environment for
initiating and holding discussions on the subject.
GRC proposes establishing a detailed catalogue with common Standard Operational Procedures
(SOPs), including deciding whether return is in the best interest of the child; accommodation;
notification and transfer; complaints; monitoring each case after return, etc.
NOR has years of experience in tackling the challenges of returning (unaccompanied) minors. The
National Police Immigration Service (NPIS) started large-scale training and competence building
for police staff in 2017, developing a set of tools:


Manual/guide for operational staff, available online
(https://www.politiet.no/globalassets/dokumenter/pu/police-guidelines-for-asylumcases-involving-children.pdf)



Interactive educational film on the arrest and return of families with children



Practical guide on how to speak with children and their families about rejection of
asylum applications, arrest and return



Complete information website for children on the entire asylum process,
www.asylbarn.no



Improvement of IT case management system RECAMAS; the new functions encompass
registering asylum cases and the entire return process, from planning an arrest to
carrying out the return assignment
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-

Amount, scope and nature of assistance granted per person and family in the Member States

-

Impact of various return assistance programmes on promoting voluntary return and the viability
of reintegration

-

Timing of return and effect on support

-

Number of voluntary returns and sustainability of returns

-

Processes of voluntary return assistance in the Member States

-

Role of the IOM in facilitating voluntary return

-

Participation of the Member States in the reintegration programmes in the destination countries

-

Measures put in place to prevent misuse of assistance granted

-

Information on Member States’ programmes and ways to promote voluntary returns

-

Monitoring and evaluation tools and statistics
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